Mathematics

Professional
Development
Guiding you from product knowledge to classroom transformation.

From Product to Practice
Creating change requires more than just introducing a new mathematics
curriculum. A successful Ready Mathematics and i-Ready implementation drives
fundamental shifts in educators’ beliefs in students’ capacity to be leaders of
their own mathematical learning.
Since any change process is an evolution, we believe that professional
development must be as well. We partner with you to offer flexible, ongoing
professional development tied to your goals for student achievement that
doesn’t just introduce the basics of Ready Mathematics and i-Ready but drives
lasting practice changes.
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From Product to Practice

New

Practicing

Advanced

Launching
mathematics curriculum

Strengthening
daily mathematics instruction

Expanding
mathematics teaching
& learning

Ready Mathematics
represents a new way of
teaching math for many
educators. We engage them
in the routines and planning
protocols they need to
implement discourse-based,
data-informed
mathematics instruction.

Ready Mathematics and
i-Ready give educators the
tools and data they need
to develop mathematical
learners every day. We
coach them to maximize
whole class and small group
time to impact all students.

Developing students
who express their ideas,
solve problems, and build
mathematical arguments
is an evolving practice. We
teach educators to use Ready
Mathematics and i-Ready to
drive continuous improvement
in the classroom.

Product
Knowledge

Practice
Change

See detailed course descriptions at CurriculumAssociates.com/PD
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Designed by Educators
for Educators
Our professional development is designed to grow along with your
implementation, meeting the increasingly complex learning needs of educators at
each phase of their development. Our courses address a set of common learning
outcomes, while our Tailored Support sessions deliver targeted outcomes unique
to your needs. For course descriptions, see the back cover.

New

Practicing

Launching mathematics curriculum
3 Sessions†
(Total: $4,500/site)

Educator Courses

Educator Courses

Preparing to Teach the Ready Mathematics
Program and Launch i-Ready

Relaunching Ready Mathematics Instruction
and i-Ready

Checking In on Ready Mathematics and
i-Ready I

Checking In on Ready Mathematics and i-Ready II



Tailored Support

Supporting Classroom Impact: We
collaborate with you to develop teachers’
proficiency in using i-Ready data to
inform Ready Mathematics rotations
and interventions, maximize usage of
available program resources, and build
coaches’ capacity to give feedback.

Supporting Fidelity: We identify trends
and recommend topics to get everyone
on the path to Ready Mathematics and
i-Ready success. Common topics include
pacing and planning, mathematical
discourse, and meaningful practice.

Leadership Courses

Leadership Courses
Leading a Ready Mathematics and i-Ready
Implementation I

Tailored Support

Included*

Leading a Ready Mathematics and i-Ready
Implementation II

*Districts with 3 or more implementing sites purchasing PD packages will receive a centralized leadership session
(1 per every 10 sites) of up to 3 hours in length.
†

Up to 6 hours. See pages 6–7 for details about our flexible scheduling and grouping.

All offerings are also available for
Ready Mathematics–only implementations.
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From Product to Practice

“The professional development team did an excellent job
delivering PD to our administrators. After their training,
I feel that we are more than ready! I can't thank the
team enough for all their assistance.”
—David C., Principal

Strengthening daily mathematics instruction
3 Sessions†

2 Sessions†

(Total: $4,500/site)

(Total: $3,000/site)

Advanced

Expanding mathematics teaching & learning
2 Sessions†

1 Session†

(Total: $3,000/site) (Total: $1,500/site)

Tailored Support
Supporting a Mathematics Culture:
We work with you to create
agendas anchored in specialized
learning modules that engage
educators in extending their
mathematics instructional
practice and impact.
Sample learning modules:
Developing a Process for
Planning Lessons; Preparing
Students to Talk about
Mathematics; Supporting
Productive Struggle Every Day;
and Prompting Students to
Deepen Understanding.

Leadership Courses
Included*

Included*

Leading a Ready Mathematics and
i-Ready Implementation III

Included*

Included*

See detailed course descriptions at CurriculumAssociates.com/PD
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Flexible Scheduling,
Differentiated Learning
Our professional development is designed to move teachers and leaders
along the continuum from product to practice. We continuously calibrate our
approach since not everyone has the same needs at the same time. Our flexible
days and grouping allow us to work with you to meet your differentiated needs.

Scheduling
Courses:

The recommended time for our New and Practicing courses is 3 hours, but
we work within the flexibility of up to 6 hours of time to meet your needs.

Example 1:

Example 2:

Example 3:

Teachers at a site have the same
learning needs and can meet at
the same time.

All teachers need the same
learning, but scheduling
constraints prevent them from
meeting as one group.

Teachers at a site have varying
levels of Ready Mathematics
experience or other
differentiated learning needs.

Solution: Deliver a 3-hour
course to all teachers together

Solution: Rotate teacher groups
through the same course

Solution: Rotate teacher groups
through different courses

3 hrs

Course delivered to up to
30 teachers

90
mins

Condensed course
delivered to Group 1,
possibly grouped by
content or grade band

90
mins

Same course repeated
with Group 2
break

break

3 hrs

6

Site-level leadership
planning with principal,
APs, and coaches

From Product to Practice

90
mins

Same course repeated
with Group 3

90
mins

Site-level leadership
planning

2 hrs

Condensed course
delivered to group with
similar learning needs

2 hrs

Different condensed
course delivered to group
with separate learning
needs
break

2 hrs

Site-level leadership
planning

“Curriculum Associates becomes your family,
and it’s all because of the service you receive.”
—Rosemary V., Resource Specialist

Scheduling
Tailored Support:

”

Tailored Support sessions last up to 6 hours and are designed in
cooperation with leaders and coaches based on implementation goals
and educator needs.

Example 1:
All teachers at a site need support with
pacing Ready Mathematics.

Example 2:
Specific groups need targeted support for using
i-Ready data with Ready Mathematics.

Solution: Rotate grade-level teams through
Professional Learning Communities (PLCs)

Solution: Rotate role-alike teams through
targeted working sessions

60 mins

PLC activity focused on pacing with Grade K

60 mins

PLC activity focused on pacing with Grade 1

60 mins

PLC activity focused on pacing with Grade 2
break

60 mins

PLC activity focused on pacing with Grade 3

60 mins

PLC activity focused on pacing with Grade 4

2 hrs

Review data and plan next steps for small
group Ready Mathematics instruction with
Grade 3 teachers

2 hrs

Review data and plan Ready Mathematics
support strategies for primary teachers
with math coaches
break

2 hrs
60 mins

PLC activity focused on pacing with Grade 5

Review data and explore Ready Teacher
Toolbox math resources for Tier 3 students
with intervention specialists

See detailed course descriptions at CurriculumAssociates.com/PD
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Course Descriptions
New

Launching mathematics curriculum

Educator Courses
Preparing to Teach the Ready
Mathematics Program and
Launch i-Ready

Delivered before the start of school, this course focuses on launching Ready Mathematics
instruction to foster mathematical discourse, reasoning, and problem solving, and administering
the i-Ready Diagnostic.

Checking In on the Ready
Mathematics Program and
i-Ready I

Delivered immediately following the administration of the first Diagnostic, this course
proactively addresses Ready Mathematics challenges experienced in early weeks of
implementation, and actively guides participants through the process of interpreting
their i-Ready data.

Leadership Courses
Leading a Ready Mathematics
and i-Ready Implementation I

Practicing

This course lays out a roadmap for district and site administrators and instructional leaders
to manage a successful Ready Mathematics and i-Ready implementation from the start.

Strengthening daily mathematics instruction

Educator Courses
Relaunching Ready Mathematics
Instruction and i-Ready

Delivered before the start of school, this course builds on participants’ experiences from the previous
year with lesson planning and pacing, discourse techniques, and use of formative assessment.
Participants also prepare to integrate i-Ready results into daily instruction.

Checking In on Ready Mathematics
and i-Ready II

Delivered immediately following the administration of the first Diagnostic, this course focuses on
strategically leveraging i-Ready results and Ready Mathematics resources to support differentiated
groups based on the shared needs of students.

Leadership Courses
Leading a Ready Mathematics
and i-Ready Implementation II

Advanced

This course facilitates leaders and coaches in making targeted improvements to their Ready
Mathematics and i-Ready implementation plans, with a focus on supporting differentiated
mathematics instruction using i-Ready data.

Expanding mathematics teaching & learning

Sample Learning Modules
Developing a Process for Planning
Lessons

This module engages participants in a backwards planning process for using Ready
Mathematics to identify mathematical goals for what students should know and be able
to do over the course of a Ready Mathematics multi-day lesson.

Preparing Students to Talk about
Mathematics

This module guides participants in exploring and discussing classroom beliefs, best practices,
structures, and routines that foster discourse-driven classroom environments.

Supporting Productive Struggle
Every Day

This module leads participants in examining how to develop and build upon an environment in
which students embrace struggle as part of learning mathematics.

Prompting Students to Deepen
Understanding

This module supports participants in positioning students as authors of mathematical ideas
who explain and justify their thinking and compare and critique each other’s approaches and
arguments.

Leadership Courses
Leading a Ready Mathematics
and i-Ready Implementation III

Leaders and coaches engage in learning modules focused on assessing implementation goals,
supporting effective mathematics instruction, encouraging discourse-driven classrooms, and
championing a data-driven culture with i-Ready.

